A place for lovers of Atlanta’s vibrant makers and culinary communities to explore seven days and nights a week.
Located just off the Beltline, the Atlanta Dairies redevelopment transforms a historic icon of Reynoldstown into a new center of gravity for Atlanta’s vibrant Eastside neighborhoods.

For 60 years, the old ATLANTA DAIRIES cooperative, with its familiar milk carton sign and Art Deco façade, was a hub of commercial activity on Memorial Drive. Rooted in this industrial heritage, Paces Properties’ vision for Atlanta Dairies includes a curated mix of specialty shopping, dining, and entertainment venues, all connected by greenspace. In addition to unique office space and apartments, Atlanta Dairies will be a 24/7 gathering place where visitors can come for a meal, stick around for outdoor drinks and games, and discover arts events and live music—again and again.
RESTAURANT OPPORTUNITY

SPACE INFO:
4,433 SF
OUTDOOR PATIO
SPACE FACING YARD
AMPLE PARKING
RESTAURANT OPPORTUNITY INSPIRATION
The Atlanta BeltLine is a sustainable redevelopment project that will provide a network of public parks, multi-use trails and transit along a historic 22-mile railroad corridor circling Atlanta and connecting many intown neighborhoods.
The Atlanta BeltLine is a sustainable redevelopment project that will provide a network of public parks, multi-use trails and transit along a historic 22-mile railroad corridor circling Atlanta and connecting many intown neighborhoods.
THE YARD
LEASING INFO:
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